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Introduction
	Over the years, John and I have introduced a large variety of house rules into our AD&D games. While I have always been an advocate of putting such rules in writing, anyone who knows me can tell you that I am no master of organization. Though the writeups for the way I handle various house rules exist in a variety of places, they are often hard to collect in one place for the players.
	Further, many rules that were originally intended for use in a specific setting–such as my South Seas Setting–eventually start getting used in all my games if the idea catches on. But the only writeup that exists for certain rules is in the campaign-specific document.
	Accordingly, I have prepared this document in an attempt to collaborate all the house rules that I use. Hopefully, this will help dispel any confusion and provide my players with a useful document for use during game play.
	Note that this document does not include some very specific or exhaustive house rules, such as new character races from my various games or the rules that are contained it my psionics or poison documents.
	These are house rules I have developed in previous campaigns that I feel enhance one aspect or another of play, mainly flavor, believability, and ease of play.

Part 1: CHARACTER CREATION AND ABILITIES

	These are rules that pertain to the various aspects of character creation and character capabilities, including ability scores, class abilities, levels, and experience.

character names (Trinalia campaign)
	In the past, players have come up with some of the lamest names for heroes of fantasy epics that I have ever heard of. While you may think that one name’s as good as the other, or to give your character a silly name is good for a chuckle, when I go to write all this crap down in the campaign journal, one really realized how stupid some names sound.
	I have no hard and fast naming conventions in my game, but please try to avoid:
1.	abHeavily biblical names. like Matthew and Bartholomew, are NOT names appropriate to the setting.
2.	abHeavily ethnic names might also be out of place. (You know who you are.) There are no Spaniards or Germans or French on my world per se. There are Oriental, Arabic, Norse, and Celtic analogs, but if you use one of those name types, you best be playing a character to fit those names! 
3.	abComical names. Sure, your character name may be funny for a while, but when the game becomes a perpetual joke, you really are spoiling it for everyone.

	If you are really feeling uninspired with names, I can churn out dozens of sample names for any of the major cultures of my campaign at the touch of a button.

personality profiles
(or “10 questions”)

	These are 10 general questions I would like all players to think about whenever the make a new character. The goal of these questions is to give the DM the material he needed to make adventures consistent with the characters’ background and provide more appropriate role-playing interactions, and give the players some “food for thought” concerning the role-playing of their own characters.

Occupation: While for most PCs, the general job description is either “adventurer,” or their class, what does your character think that their role in life is?  Examples might include “defender of the faith,” “ward of the people of haranshire,” “professional treasure hunter,” “semi-retired adventurer,” “revolutionary,” “mercenary,” “bodyguard,” “scholar,” etc.

Personality: This refers to nonphysical traits associated with the character, mainly behavior and temperament.  Some examples are generous, humorless, cruel, optimistic, altruistic, aloof, vengeful, cruel, studious, tactless, morose, etc.  You should already have a pretty good idea of what personality traits define your character, though you may wish to include traits that don’t normally show up during the game.  If you need more help choosing traits, there is a list in the DMG that may be helpful.

Appearance: Now that you’ve had a few epic interludes under your belt, chances are you’ll be noted by bards, etc., concerning your general appearance.  This includes not only your hair, skin, and eye color, but also height, build, manners of dress, any items you normally (or even always) carry, and so on.  Start this list with what a person would immediately notice about the character; finish it with things a person would notice after studying the PC for a while.

Distinguishing Features/Habits: Personally oddities or quirks that might not be immediately noticeable.  This can includes physical traits such as buck teeth, tattoos, birthmarks, and scars, or behaviors such as favorite expressions, nervous habits, patterns of speech, etc.
	Just for fun, I also like to record memorable lines spoken by a character as they occur.  One of Mithril’s characterizing phrases is “Now I feel a real mage!”, spoken after wiping out the horde of orogs and finishing off a beholder with an ice storm.

Tastes and Preferences: This includes the PC’s hobbies and leisure pursuits, favorite foods, favorite colors, collections, pets, etc.  This category also includes things your character doesn’t like: activities your character finds distasteful or boring, foods the character refuses to eat, animals you don’t like, etc.

History: This includes pertinent background material (your race; where you were born, raised, and educated, etc.), what influence your parents might have had on your life, any current living relations you have, and what events - inside or outside the scope of the campaign - have affected your life.

Friends, allies, and patrons: Note any influential acquaintances your character has - in the past or currently.  This includes friends, contacts, mentors, henchmen, frequently patronized businessmen, etc.  Note that I’ll allow a little bit of creativity here (but consult with me).  Anyone who wants to create and detail an NPC as in the Sages & Specialists (or in a similar manner) will receive an extra experience point bonus.

Enemies: This may include enemies you got points for when creating your character, or other, minor rivals that may not have warranted any CP bonus.  This may also include any enemies acquired during the campaign that have earned your special ire!

Short-term goals: What does your character want to accomplish in the immediate future?  What problems loom largest in their minds?  This, of course, requires frequent updating.

Long-term goals: What are the characters motivations?  What plans and ambitions does your character have for the distant future?  What will you do as these goals are achieved?  What will you do if they cannot be achieved?

Guidelines for making
player’s optionTM characters

	Skills & Powers and the associated Players OptionTM line of rules supplements are extremely useful in tailoring characters that are unique and interesting.  However, their interface with some other TSR products  is problematic, the rules themselves are riddled with errors, and some portions of the rules are poorly thought out or poorly explained.
	Accordingly, we are instituting the following rules clarifications and modifications for use when creating your characters.
C	All characters are subject to DM approval.  I cannot enumerate all the possible abuses and clarifications here, but this catch‑all rule will help remedy most of them.
C	Characters receive 5 CPs per level advanced in play, and 4 per level past 1st when making a new character.  Multiclass characters divide points as evenly between classes as possible, but receive an extra point per class beyond the first  Thus a triple classed character receives 2 cp for each class during play, or 2/2/1 (2 for each of the highest level classes and 1 for the lowest level class) when being created anew.
C	You may not take a multiple of any given class or race ability unless the rules specifically allow it, or with the DM's approval.
C	There are several places one can obtain a +2 AC bonus when unarmored and unencumbered.  A single character may only receive one such bonus from any source (kit, multiple classes, etc.).
C	You may not shift subability points such that one of your subabilities exceeds racial maximum for the related ability (in most cases, this is 18 +/‑ racial modifiers).  Ignore the reference to Strength subabilities in the book. It's wrong and likely will be excised in the second printing.  The only modifiers that may violate this rule are racial subability modifiers.
C	When shifting strength subability points, each exceptional strength category is treated as 1 point, e.g., a character with 18/75 strength can have 18/50 muscle and 18/90 stamina, or 18/99 muscle and 18 (no percentile) stamina, etc.
C	You may use kits from the PHBR series of supplements in place of the kits provided in S&P, subject to the DM's approval.  If you desire to take a kit from the Complete Bard or Paladin Handbook, you may not use S&P to customize your class as these particular books alter class abilities too extensively.  You may still use S&P to make your character, but you do not spend or receive any CPs for your class (just as you would do for race if you play a nonstandard race).  Your character receives class skills exactly per the PHBR, and receives no other class skills.  Also, extra care must be taken if using the various branches of Druids in The Complete Druid HB, but they parallel standard abilities of druids closely enough that the conversion is not difficult.
C	You are not required to use the S&P to create your character, but to make the old proficiency system compatible with the S&P proficiencies, make the following modifications:  Proficiencies start at ½ the appropriate stat, add +2 per slot spent on the proficiency (including the initial slot).
C	The only time Race and Class abilities can be purchased is during character creation. 
C	The C&T book mentions subabilities  that didn't appear in the S&P book.  Here is the list of those subabilities which changed names in the production of the S&P book: Strength/Power became Strength/Muscle, Constitution/Toughness became Constitution/Fitness, Intelligence/Learning became Intelligence/Knowledge, Dexterity/Agility became Dexterity/Balance.
C	Some races allow a player to "roll over" CPs from the Race portion of the character‑creation process. These "rollover" CPs can be spent in the class section, on proficiencies, on traits, or they can be held for use during the game. See page 23 under "Character Points" for how many points races can roll over.
C	CPs gained from taking disadvantages can be spent on acquiring traits, proficiencies, race abilities, or class abilities. All or some also may be saved for use during play.  All normal rules apply when spending these CPs.

Character Age
 
	In the past, Part of this falls on the fact that training rules were not enforced. Another part is that players weren’t been too careful keeping track of their characters’ ages.
	Tracking character age has been a bit of a task, and further, there is no method of figuring the age of a new character that is above 1st level. Accordingly, these rules formalize the procedure of finding and tracking a character’s age.

Step One: Find Birthday: 
	The most widely used calendar in the Trinalia campaign is the Aborian calendar. It divides the 378 day year into 12 months of 31 days each plus 6 additional festival days that aren't considered part of any month distributed throughout the year.
	If you have not already determined the month and date of your character's birth, do so as follows:

1) Roll d12 to determine month of birth:

Roll	Month
1		Kelan (The Eagle)	
2		Mielkan (The Nature Goddess)	
3		Laren (The Sword Bearer)
4		Elgat (The Stag)
5		Halan (The Harper)
6		Sorkus (The Crown)
7		Lado (The Dove)
8		Marat (The Ship)
9		Odis (The 9 Candles)
10		Tharis (The Tree)
11		Athis (The Tome)
12		Aziran (The Winter Drake)

2) Roll d32 (i.e., roll d4 and d8) to find the day. For those not to familiar with rolling alternative die types, refer to the special dice rolling methods on page 24 under “Die Progression and Knockdown.”
	If the result is 32, depending on the month, you must either re‑roll or the result is a festival day instead of a month. Follow the instructions on following table:

Month Rolled:		Result:
Kelan, Laren, 		Re‑roll day of month
Halan,Sorkus,		born.
Odis, Athis	
Mielkan		Born on the day of the Queen's Festival .
Elgat			Born on the day of the Festival of High Summer.
Lado			Born on the day of the Festival of the Harvest.
Marat			Born on the day of the Honoring Feast of the Dead.
Tharis			Born on the day of the Festival of Remembrance
Aziran			Born on the day of the Festival of the Dawn 
	Note that each festival day is between the listed month and the following month.

Example: In determining the birthday of a character named Corelan, the first step is to roll a d12. I roll a 12; this means that Corelan is born in the month of Aziran. To find the day, I roll a four sided and an eight sided dice. I roll a 3 and a 5 respectively. That gives a result of day 16+5, or 21. I write down 21 Aziran as Corelan's birthday. 
    Had I rolled a 4 and an 8 for the day, the day would have been 32. That would have indicated that Corelan was not, in fact, born in the month of Aziran, but during the Festival of Dawn (the equivalent of new year's eve), a festival day between the months of Aziran and Kelan.

Step Two: Find Age. 
	If you have been here since the beginning and have been keeping track of aging, simply add 2 years to your character's current age (2 years have passed since the last time I told everyone to age their characters.) Subtract this number from 1174 to find your year of birth. I think this only applies to Tim's character.
	Everyone else will have to figure their ages according to this little formula. Some might find it a little tricky, so I'll break it down:

	Age = BA + LAM + NdA.

	Age: Years since the character's birth (duh!)
	BA = Base age. This is the basic age before modifiers from the AD&D Player's Handbook according to race. These are: 

Race:		Base Age:
Dwarf		40
Elf			100
Gnome		60
Half‑elf	15
Halfling	20
Human	15 

	LAM = Level Age Modifier. This is figured as follows:
	Single class: Divide level by 2. Round down.
	2 Classes: Add all class levels together. Divide by 3. Round up.
	3 Classes: Add all class levels together. Divide by 4. Round up.

	NdA: Number and type of dice to roll as a random modifier:
	N: Divide race Venerable age by 70. Round to the nearest whole number. Add 1 per class beyond the first.
    For the normal AD&D game races, this breaks down as follows:
Race:	1 Class	2 Classes	3 Classes
Dwarf	4	5	N/A
Elf		5	6	7
Gnome	3	4	N/A
Half‑elf	2	3	4
Halfling	1	2	N/A
Human	1	2	N/A

	dA: Die type to roll. Add 3 to LAM. If the result is odd, add one. This is the type of dice to roll for a random modifier.
Example: Corelan is an elven F/M/T of levels 8/9/10. For an elf, the base age is 100 years. The LAM = (8+9+10)/4 = 6.75, rounded up to 7. The for the random modifier, N is 7 for an elf with 3 classes. The die type is LAM+3, or 10. Corelan's age is 100+7+7d10. The rolls are 8, 8, 5, 10, 8, 5, and 2. The total age is 153 years.

STEP 3: Birth Year and Unnatural Aging.
    Since tracking age has been such a problem, I'm having everyone keep track of their birthday (determined above) and year. That should eliminate any further problems.
    To find birth year, subtract the character's age from the current year. If the current day is before the character's birthday in the current year, subtract one more. This is the character's birth year.

For example: The game date for a particular campaign is Festival of the Dawn (last day of the year), 1174. Thus if I was just introducing Corelan (in the examples above) into the campaign, his birth year would be 1174‑153 = 1021. I would record his date of birth as 21 Aziran 1021.

	Unnatural aging should be recorded separately. The best way to do this is put it in parenthesis next to the character's natural age and only change the natural age on the character's birthday. 

Example: If Corelan got hit by a ghost and aged 25 years during a game, the player would record his age as 153 (+25).

STEP 4: Age modifiers. 
    If the PC happens to be over your race's middle age, you must apply stat modifiers as per the Player's Handbook. Sorry.

Weapon Proficiencies
	There are a number of new weapon proficiency options available to characters. Many of these were introduced in the South Seas campaign, but are available to the Trinalia setting at large. Each is either summarized or enumerated below.


Dueling Styles
	Dueling styles, weapon style specializations common in the south seas, are listed in the section on Combat in the South Seas Campaign (c.f.) Each style has unique benefits, costs 1 weapon proficiency slot, and 
may not be used in conjunction with and other style specialization, except as noted in the descriptions.

Natural Weapons
	This proficiency allows a character to take full advantage of one type of natural attack form. For example, a Viscosian with this proficiency could bite an opponent without suffering a non‑proficiency penalty. Other Viscosians incur a non‑proficiency penalty when biting. this penalty is at the reduced “familiarity” rate listed in the C&T (which is ½, round up, of the normal non-proficiency penalty) since all creatures with natural weapons are considered instinctively familiar with their natural attacks.
	If the character wishes to use two attack forms, such as claws and bite, he must spend two weapon proficiency slots. However, if the race's natural attack form is with two claws, the character need spend only one slot to gain full use of both claws in the same round. For example, a Viscosian can take one weapon slot for a bite attack and a second slot for a claw attack; the second slot allows the Viscosian to
attack with both claws in the same round at no penalty.
	A bite attack requires characters to close their jaws on a portion of an opponent's anatomy. In some situations, however, the attacker might also suffer damage due to special properties of the victim. Claw attacks are made by slashing an enemy with claws on the hands. Rear claw attacks can be made only if the attacker has grappled with an opponent or has otherwise grasped the defender with both hands (such as by making two successful claw attacks and holding on). In order to make a rear claw attack, a character draws his feet up and uses his rear claws to slash the enemy. Of course, a rear claw attack cannot be made if any type of footwear covers the claws.


Quick Draw
(1 slot / 3 CP)	Dexterity/Aim 
Group: Warrior, Rogue	Initial Rating: 6
	Anyone able to choose nonweapon proficiencies from either the warrior or the rogue group may purchase the quick draw proficiency. This proficiency allows a character to more quickly use a ranged weapon during combat. The ability can be purchased as either a weapon or nonweapon proficiency.
	To use this proficiency, a character must make a successful proficiency check. If the check fails, the character fails to perform a quick draw in that round but suffers no other adverse effects. On the other hand, if the check succeeds and the character is firing a bow, crossbow, or firearm of any type, the character gains a -2 bonus on individual initiative. If individual initiatives are not being used, the character still gains the bonus, acting two steps earlier than others on his side of the conflict. Obviously, this is important only if the difference between initiatives for the two sides equals 2 or less.
	A character with this proficiency who is also specialized in the use of a bow, crossbow, or firearm can still fire first in a round (before initiative is rolled), if the character has an arrow nocked and drawn or a crossbow or firearm loaded and cocked and a target in sight. In this case, the -2 initiative bonus applies to the character's next shot if the character gets a second shot in the same round, given the weapon type and the situation.

Cloak
	A cloak is at best an unusual weapon, but it can be used to block or trap a weapon or blind an opponent. For more details on how cloaks can be used in combat, see the cloak rules in the section on swashbuckling combat.

Nonweapon Proficiencies
	The proficiencies detailed here are either new proficiencies created because of their applicability to the setting, of adapted from other sources that weren’t included in the Skills & Powers update of proficiencies.
	Additionally, the new proficiency table lists new nonweapon proficiencies available, along with the CPs required for each proficiency, the relevant subability (or subabilities) and the initial rating of the proficiencies.

NONWEAPON PROFICIENCY GROUPS

General Proficiency Group 					
Proficiency
Cost
Initial Rating
Ability
Dueling Lore
Glassblowing
Haggling
Metalworking
Observation
Poetry
2
2
4
2
3
3
8
6
8
6
7
6
Intelligence / Knowledge, Charisma / Leadership
Dexterity / Aim
Wisdom / Willpower, Charisma / Leadership
Dexterity / Aim, Intelligence / Knowledge
Intelligence / Reason, Wisdom / Intuition
Intelligence / Reason, Charisma / Leadership

Priest Proficiency Group
Proficiency
Cost
Initial Rating
Ability
Cartography
Ceremony
Investigation
Storytelling
3
2
3
3
6
7
6
7
Dexterity / Aim, Intelligence / Reason
Wisdom / Intuition
Intelligence / Reason, Charisma / Leadership
Wisdom / Intuition, Charisma / Leadership


Rogue Proficiency Group
Proficiency
Cost
Initial Rating
Ability
Acting
Animal Noise
Fast talking
Fortunetelling
Investigation
Intimidation
Looting
Poison Lore
Storytelling
Trailing
Weapon Display
3
3
3
4
3
3
2
4
3
3
3
7
6
6
8
6
6
7
5
7
7
6
Wisdom / Intuition, Charisma / Leadership
Wisdom / Intuition
Charisma / Leadership
Charisma / Leadership, Intelligence / Reason
Intelligence / Reason, Charisma / Leadership
Charisma / Leadership, Strength / Muscle
Dexterity / Aim, Wisdom / Intuition
Intelligence / Knowledge
Wisdom / Intuition, Charisma / Leadership
Wisdom / Intuition, Dexterity / Balance
Dexterity / Aim, Charisma / Leadership

Warrior Proficiency Group
Proficiency
Cost
Initial Rating
Ability
Acting
Animal Noise
Dueling Lore
Intimidation
Weapon Display
3
3
2
3
3
7
6
8
6
6
Wisdom / Intuition, Charisma / Leadership
Wisdom / Intuition
Intelligence / Knowledge, Charisma / Leadership
Charisma / Leadership, Strength / Muscle
Dexterity / Aim, Charisma / Leadership

Wizard Proficiency
Proficiency
Cost
Initial Rating
Ability
Cartography
Poison Lore
Somatic Concealment
Verbal Concealment
3
4
2
2
6
5
6
7
Dexterity / Aim, Intelligence / Reason
Intelligence / Knowledge
Dexterity / Aim
Charisma / Leadership

Proficiency Descriptions
	Details regarding the use of each new nonweapon proficiency follow. For convenience, the group to which the proficiency belongs is listed in parentheses after the proficiency's name.

Acting (Rogue, Warrior)
Characters with this proficiency have the ability to portray a role and speak clearly and deliberately, conveying the message in both words and manner. This allows them to make a living on the stage and can even help a character fake emotions or assume a false identity.
	Generally speaking, only a difficult or unrehearsed role, performed on short notice, requires a proficiency check. A successful proficiency check can dupe unsuspecting individuals, making the user appear genuine, though further actions can create suspicions and force new checks. 
	If someone disguises the character with magic or the disguise proficiency, the character's acting checks receive a +1 bonus to the rolls. If the character actually has the disguise proficiency as well as the acting proficiency, proficiency checks for both acting and disguise are made with a +1 bonus.

Animal Noise (Rogue, Warrior)
Sometimes known as mimicry, this proficiency enables a character to imitate noises made by various animals or make other simple sounds. Such sounds are often used to signal others without alerting enemy forces.
	A successful proficiency check means that only magic can distinguish the mimicry from the noise of a real animal. A failed check means the sound varies slightly from what it is intended to mimic. Even if the check fails, not everyone who hears the sound knows it is a fake. Those familiar with the sound being imitated recognize the fake automatically, but other listeners might have to make a successful Wisdom / Intuition check to detect it.

Cartography (Priest, Wizard)
A character with the cartography proficiency is skilled in making and using maps. Such skills may be extremely helpful to sailors and other adventurers venturing into unknown territory.
	The character with cartography is only required to make proficiency checks in unusual situations, such as when mapping unusual areas, when copying another map, or when attempting to read a map made by someone whose mapmaking techniques are unfamiliar.
	In order to make maps, the character must have appropriate equipment such as quills, parchment and ink.

Ceremony (Priest)
This proficiency indicates that the character has a basic understanding of the rituals pleasing to a particular Power, church, or cult and can use them to his advantage. This also means the individual might know enough
to fully despoil an enemy's temple, if so desired.
	Priests automatically have the ceremony ability for their own church, should they have a specific Power or faith. Characters can take additional ceremony proficiencies for other Powers without offending their own, provided they use the knowledge to advance the cause of their chosen Power.

Dueling Lore (Warrior)
The dueling lore  proficiency provides its possessor with knowledge of all the rules of dueling for the different nations and states of the South Seas. This applies to duels with pistols, swords, other weapons, and even martial arts. The character can mediate duels and rarely makes a rules misstep when participating in one.
	Characters with this proficiency are very calm and collected during a duel. Those who make a successful proficiency check can stare down an opponent for a full round, shaking that opponent's resolve. The opponent then suffers a -2 penalty to his next attack roll, and opponents with the quick draw proficiency suffer a +2 penalty to their next proficiency
check for that skill. Opponents who possess the dueling proficiency can attempt a Wisdom check to avoid the effects when it is applied against them.
	Note that this is NOT the same as the dueling proficiency.

Fast‑Talking (Rogue)
Fast‑talking is the art of distraction and conning. If the fast talker makes a successful proficiency check, he perpetrates the attempted scam with no trouble. If the proficiency is used against a player character and the check
is successful, whatever the fast‑talker says sounds reasonable to the PC.
	The DM may rule that a certain fast talking attempt or target may be difficult to easily persuade, and may require that instead of a straight roll that the PC must roll an opposed check against the target’s intelligence / reason or wisdom / intuition.
	Targets with Intelligence of 3 or less are so dim that attempts to fast‑talk them fail automatically because they cannot follow what is being said. (Still, creatures that stupid are easy to fool in other ways.) Targets with an Intelligence of 20, or more or a Wisdom of 19 or more, are impervious to fast‑talking.

Fortunetelling (Rogue)
This proficiency includes knowledge of a variety of methods of divination, mostly fake. The character with fortunetelling is usually familiar with numerous devices and methods, such as cards, palm reading, interpreting bird flight, and so forth. At the very least, the character is familiar enough with these practices to appear to be an authentic soothsayer.
	In this campaign, some predictions by such characters are accurate, though the proficiency confers no magical powers. If the proficiency check is a 1 or 2, the character using the skill has a flash of insight and is able to make
an accurate prediction based on the method used. If the check succeeds with any other number, the character simply invents a prediction that the client believes. If the check fails, any prediction made is not believed by the client.

Glassblowing (General)
This proficiency indicates that the character is trained in the craft of glass‑blowing and can make a comfortable living at it, given the proper materials. The skill allows the user to make unique, hand‑crafted items, as well as
more traditional bottles or windows. Large sheets of glass are all but unknown on the South Seas; windows are made of smaller, hand‑crafted pieces. The character also knows the basics of cutting and etching glass, performing these tasks with a +4 penalty to the proficiency check.
	This proficiency cannot be taken by characters of primitive tribes until those characters reach an area where they can learn glassblowing.

Haggling (General)
In the booming trade ports of the world, prices are often a little more fluid than on the Trinalia campaign at large. As a result, haggling can be a very important proficiency.
	If using this proficiency, the DM should divide all prices into asking, normal, and bargain prices. Asking price is what the merchant asks for the item initially; this can be up to 200% of the normal price for the item (to determine randomly, add 1d10x10% to the listed price for the item). The normal price is the standard price listed in the PHB or other book. The bargain price may be discounted by 50% or more (to determine randomly, roll 30%+d6x10% of the normal price).
	If a person attempts to haggle, use the character haggling proficiency of ½ of wisdom / willpower, whichever is better. Assume that the typical merchant has 1d4+10 in the haggling proficiency. Make an opposed check.
	If the buyer makes the check but the merchant does not, the buyer has persuaded the merchant to sell for the bargain price.
	If both characters make the check, the merchant will let the item go for the normal price.
	If both fail the check, the merchant will let the item go for the normal price. If the buyer has the haggling proficiency (vice just using ½ of the wisdom / willpower score), the buyer may choose to continue haggling in an attempt to get a better position, but must accept the results of the second roll.
	If the buyer fails and the merchant succeeds, the merchant will not sell for lower than the asking price. If the character rolls DOUBLE what was needed to succeed, there is a good chance that the merchant is somehow offended and may refuse to sell to the character at all.

Investigation (Priest, Rogue)
This proficiency is an updated version of the Information gathering (CTHB) and investigation (S&M) proficiency. This proficiency allows a character to gather information, frequently from the underworld and commonly in regard to roguish jobs and characters. A character with this proficiency, in appropriate circumstances, will be aware of any major rumors circulating around the area; this character can gather twice as many rumors as other characters in the same situation.
	With a successful proficiency check, specific information about a person or place can be gathered. The DM can modify the proficiency check according to the specificity of information desired. Reaction adjustments based on Charisma can also affect the check, provided the situation requires the character to talk with people during the search.
	Membership in a guild or other organization gives the skill user a +2 bonus to the proficiency check, because the character can gain information from connections in his organization.
	Since this proficiency depends on a network of informants and contacts, characters using it are at a disadvantage when trying to gather information outside their regular base of operations (a neighborhood of a city, a town, or a whole province in some cases). Outside this territory, a proficiency check is required for such a character to hear rumors, and gathering information incurs a penalty of  -3 to the proficiency checks. The DM can increase the penalty for truly foreign areas.
	Whenever a proficiency check is required for investigation, the gatherer might need to  make a small investment for drinks, bribes, or other incentives. This money is spent whether or not the proficiency check is successful. A total of 1d10 gp is typical; if this amount is not spent, an additional  -3 penalty may be applied (DM discretion.)
	Characters can continue searching for rumors if they fail at first, making a new proficiency check each day. The DM may choose to modify the character's chances of success as a result.

Intimidation (Warrior, Rogue)
By using this proficiency, a character can bully or otherwise influence others through force or threats. The skill is ineffective against PCs or against NPCs of 5th level or higher unless they have a low (9-) willpower score or are particularly cowardly. The DM can apply modifiers for particular situations (such as when a low‑level ruler is surrounded by guards and supporters).
	If the proficiency check is successful, the target NPC is convinced that the character is ready and able to make life miserable for him. The NPC will act according to the PC's wishes for a short time but might harbor resentment, planning revenge. A failed proficiency check indicates that the intimidation attempt results in a curt rebuff or even a call to combat.

Looting (Rogue)
This proficiency represents a knack for grabbing the best loot in the shortest time. For instance, if a character had only about two minutes to ransack a room before guards arrive, a successful proficiency check would allow the character to recognize and take the most valuable combination of items available, given space and time limitations.

Metalworking (General)
Characters with this proficiency can work artistically in silver, copper, gold, tin, brass, and other soft metals. They produce beautiful and useful metal items, such as oil lamps, vases, trays, and so on. They can also construct lovely jewelry.
	A successful proficiency check results in an item of high quality. Failure may indicate that the character has fashioned something ugly. More often, failure means the item still looks pleasing but is somehow flawed or fragile, failing when put to the test.
	Characters with an artistic ability proficiency that relates to metalworking gain a  1 bonus to rolls for metalworking proficiency checks. While metalworking allows characters to mold iron or steel with some deftness, it does not grant them the ability to make effective weapons, armor, or tools. 
	Metalworkers can attempt to repair nonmagical armor made of metal, but a failed proficiency check results in destruction of the armor (people seeking armor repair should visit an armorer). A metalworker can add engraving and inlays to armor.

Observation  (General)
The character has cultivated excellent powers of observation.  Normally, a character without this proficiency would be required to pass a intuition check to notice an unusual feature; unless such features are immediately obvious, the intuition check would be vs. ½ of the character’s wisdom / intuition; more obvious unusual features or events may allow a check against the full wisdom / intuition value.
	A character with the observation proficiency should be allowed to automatically notice things or events with obvious signatures, ones that a normal character would have to make an intuition check to notice.  Where signatures are less obvious or immediate, a character with observation would be allowed a normal proficiency check where an untrained character would be required to make a check at ½ their wisdom / intuition score.
	The DM may require negative modifiers especially where such events or unusual conditions would always escape the notice of untrained characters.  Such modifiers should be applied to the proficiency or ability score in the same manner; thus a hard to notice item with a -5 modifier would normally require a ½ intuition check, minus 5, to notice.  A character with an intuition of 10 would only notice the event on a natural 1(intuition of 10, divided by 2 is 5, minus 5 for the penalty is 0.  Most rolls always succeed on an unmodified 1).  A character with a observation proficiency of 10 would notice the same event on a 5 or less.

Poetry (General)
Proficiency in poetry includes the skills of reciting poetry and judging its quality. It also indicates that the character has a repertoire of poems memorized for recital at any time. Normal recitals require no proficiency checks. For composition of original poems, a successful proficiency check indicates above average quality.

Poison Lore (Rogue, Wizard)
A character with this skill is familiar with poisons, both natural and artificial.  The character can identify poisons by observing its smell, color, and texture, as well as symptoms in a victim.  A character with this proficiency gains +1 with healing checks where poisons are involved.
	If the DM allows, a character with this proficiency may know a number of formulae and methods of making poisons and toxins. The character may make toxins under the same rules outlined under the herbalism proficiency, but is not limited to plant toxins.
	This skill is basically the same as the “sage knowledge - toxicology” proficiency in the Spells & Magic book, but has been expanded to include the rogue group.

Somatic Concealment (Wizard)
With the increasing suspicion that the wildwinds, the rebellion in Moonglow, and the notoriety of groups such as the Quintarium and the Cult of Nocticula have brought upon mages, more and more mages have found it helpful to mask their activities.
	A character with this skill can subtly  mask gestures and material components by use of robes and cloaks, intervening objects, and simple nonchalance. This allows the caster to cast spells without being noticed.
	A character using this ability must declare such before casting the spell. The casting time of the spell is effectively doubled. When the DM makes a check to see if the casting of a spell is noticed (see the Spells & Magic), the player is allowed to make an opposing check to avoid being noticed.
	This spell is only useful in hiding the casting of spells with somatic and / or material components. If the spell does not have a verbal component, there is a +4 to this proficiency check. If the spell has a verbal component and the caster makes a verbal concealment (c.f.) proficiency check, there is a +2 to the roll for this proficiency.

Storytelling (Priest, Rogue)
This proficiency grants the ability to captivate an audience with stories, making moral points and bringing humor through the tale. It does not allow an individual to draw a group from other actions just to listen, nor to prevent them from reacting if the tale is interrupted. It simply enables a character to tell stories well and perhaps even make a living at it. Some societies, especially the primitive cultures of the South Seas, hold storytelling in high regard.
	If a character with this proficiency has knowledge in other areas (especially local history, ancient history, or lore of any kind) and uses this in the tale, the character should gain a bonus of +1 to +4 to the proficiency check. If the character speaks from personal experience, an additional +2 bonus should be applied as well.

Trailing (Rogue)
Trailing is similar to tracking, but it is used in urban centers, rather than in the wilderness. This includes the talent of tailing someone who may be attempting to blend into a crowd, duck around corners, or get lost in the confusion of a busy street.
	A proficiency check is first made to see if the trailing character is able to trail without being noticed. The person trailing suffers a  -5 penalty to the proficiency check if the person being followed has the alertness proficiency. If the trailing character is noticed, the person being followed might try to evade. To keep from losing the trail, the trailing character must make another proficiency check. The DM can apply a modifier between +3 and  -3, depending on the two characters' relative familiarity with the area.
	Other modifiers based on the situation can also be applied, such as a penalty for avoiding notice if the street is relatively clear or a bonus if in a crowd. The check for following the target can be penalized for a crowd setting or given a bonus for a clear area.
	For any trailing proficiency check, a  3 penalty to the roll applies if the person being followed also has the trailing proficiency (presumably knowing a few tricks for evading pursuit).

Verbal Concealment (Wizard)
Similar to the proficiency Somatic concealment, this proficiency allows the caster to hide the verbal component of a spell. It implies an aptitude and experience by the caster in speaking the verbal component of a spell in hushed but clearly enunciated tones.
	This proficiency may be used as an opposed check to avoid detection of spells with ONLY verbal components. For spells with verbal and somatic and/or material components, success in this check allows a +2 on the somatic concealment check instead.

Weapon Display (Warrior, Rogue)
Characters with this ability can put on an impressive display of weapon prowess without fighting at all – swords whooshing in a blur, daggers flashing, and so on. The character must use a weapon which he or she is already proficient in. Characters with weapon of choice, specialization, or mastery may add their attack bonus from those abilities to the score for this proficiency.
	In order for this proficiency to be used, those who the character is hoping to awe must be paying attention and able to see the character, and must have a low or better intelligence. A group of the baron’s guards might qualify, but an onrushing angry mob would not.
	If the character performs a weapons display prior to entering combat, this will delay the character’s action by 3 segments. However, if the character is not struck in that time, an opposed proficiency check is made against the opponents willpower (or morale). If the character wins this test, the opponents are intimidated and suffer a -1 attack and initiative penalty for one round plus one round per level which the character exceeds the opponent’s level (if any).
	If the character puts on a display for a full round (again, not suffering and damage), a check like the above is rolled. If the check is failed, any onlookers will not want to fight the character in melee combat.  If they are threatened (vice just watching the show) and they are of equal or lower level to the character, they must make a save vs. paralyzation or flee. Characters who save or who are too high level to be required to save suffer the same initiative and attack penalties listed above. 

Note on modifiers for subabilities:
	In the past, we have allowed characters to apply both subability modifiers to their proficiency scores for those proficiencies that had 2 listed. This is not correct; do not do it anymore! If a proficiency has 2 different subabilities listed, use only the modifier from the one that gives you the best modifier.

Experience Points
	As in previous campaigns, additional experience will be awarded to players role-playing. I will alter the method by which the experience is calculated in order to better reward exceptional roleplaying. This will not change the way that we rate at the end of the game, just the way I calculate it.
	New characters will be introduced in the game with one-half of the experience points of the surviving party members. This will provide some penalty to players whose characters have been killed off, but will still allow the player to run a character that is survivable given the encounters the party are likely to face.

Training
	Whenever a character reaches an experience point total that makes her eligible for the next higher level, she does not immediately gain the defense pool, character points, saving throws, and abilities associated with the new class.  She must first undergo a period of training.
	The length of this training period is dependant upon the characters attributes and level.  The minimum length for the training period in weeks is either 20 minus the character’s prime attribute or one-half of the character’s new level (round up), whichever is greater.
	In addition, the character must train under the supervision of a character who is at least one level higher than the character’s current level.  Typically, this tutor will expect compensation on the order of 50gp per level per week.
	Characters who are already level 9 or higher do not need to seek out a tutor, but must obtain study materials of equivalent value to that quoted for tutors.  At the DM’s option, the DM may allow mage PCs to apply one-half of this value to the value of a library or laboratory that they maintain.
	After the minimum required period, the character makes an ability check against either intelligence or wisdom, whichever is higher.  If this check is succesful, the character has learned the required lessons and may advance in level.  If the check is failed, the character must study for an additional week, after which the character may make an another ability check +1.  This check may be repeated–at an addition +1 per week–for as many weeks as is required for the character to pass the check.
	If the character is not in an area where tutoring or training is possible, they may continue to accumulate experience.  Once they surpass the amount of experience for the next level, the character’s XP total drops down to the halfway point of the desired level, and the character may make an ability check to gain the additional level as above.  If the check is failed, the character must either aquire the experience point total of the next higher level again (gaining an additional +1 to the attribute as above er check), or eventually undergo formal tutoring.


Part 2: Money and Equipment

Social class and starting wealth:
	There is a chance that a character will start with exceptional items or cash depending on the character’s circumstances. Listed below is the table for a character’s starting social class (if not dictated by a kit) and the cash and possibility of special items dependant upon such.

Social Rank Table:
						Die Rolled on 		Number of Rolls
2d6 roll	Social Rank 		Birthright Table	Birthright Table
2 - 3		Lower Class	d6			1
4 - 7		Lower Middle Class	d10			d2
8 - 10		Upper Middle Class	d20			d3
11 - 12		Upper Class	d20 + d10		d4

Class		Warriors		Wizards		Rogues
Lower		3d4 x 10gp		1d4 x 10gp		1d6 x 10gp
Lower Middle	5d4 x 10gp		(1d4+1) x 10gp	2d6 x 10gp
Upper Middle	7d4 x 10gp		(1d4+2) x 10gp	3d6 x 10gp
Upper		9d4 x 10gp		(1d4+3) x 10gp	4d6 x 10gp
Priests start with 3d6 x 10gp regardless of social class.

Birthright Table:
Roll	Special Item or effect
1	Roll again using next highest die (d6 becomes a d10)
2	--
3	Bonus Roll on Monies Table
4	--
5	--
6	Bonus roll.  Roll two more times, ignoring this entry on subsequent rolls
7	--
8	Heirloom.  Character has a valuable art odject of type determined by the DM. Value of the object is 1d6 x 100 gp
9	--
10	Roll again using next highest die
11	--
12	Small land plot (1d4 acres)
13	--
14	--
15	Valued item appropriate to class (Charger steed for Cavaliers, Very Rare Spell for Wizards, Non Magical)
16	--
17	Bonus Roll on the Monies Table
18	--
19	Bonus roll.  Roll two more times, ignoring this entry on subsequent rolls
20	Roll Again using next highest die
21	--
22	Bonus Roll on Monies Table
23	--
24	--
25	Art object which is worth 1d12 x 100 gold pieces.  It is an heirloom
26	--
27	Weapon of Quality
28	--
29	Roll on Monies table is multiplied by 100 rather than 10
30	Magic Item




Weapons and armor of quality
	Weapon and armor quality is discussed in the Complete Fighters Handbook. The rules for weapons and armor of quality are updated here.

Types of Metal
	Most weapons of quality gain their exceptional properties by superior smelting and forging techniques. Weapons described as fine in the CFHB most frequently fall into this category. Use of the Huntsman process (using special clays and black lead in the forging process) would be the historical equivalent of this.
	Using a similar process but exceptional alloys (such as Tungsten historically, or adding mithril or adamantite in the game) results in a stronger blade with a keener edge. Historically, Damascus steel was likely an example of this. Such weapons fit the description of exceptional weapons in the CFHB.
	The final evolution of non-magical weapons and armor has appeared in the Sword Isles. This is known as feathersteel (or occasionally, goldsteel.) It has a flat, lustrous coppery appearance and is actually an alloy of copper and beryllium. This process was historically possible in our world in medieval times. In the Sword Isles, it actually happened.

Weapons of Quality
	All weapons of quality forged by any of the above methods will usually receive a +1 on saves vs. normal or crushing blow (but not most other item saves.)
	Provided care is taken and one of the above methods is being used, a weapon of quality might result. The character must roll a proficiency check when attempting to make a weapon by the above method. Check the results of such a roll against the following table:
Proficiency Check and Method
Superior forging methods
Superior methods and alloys.


Feathersteel


Bonus*
Failure**
1-5
6+
–
–
–
Failure**
1-7
8+
–
–
Failure**
1-5
6-10
11+
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
* This bonus must be divided between the weapons different characteristics, see below.
** Any failure must make another proficiency check immediately, or the item is useless.

	Any weapon of quality has 3 different characteristics that may be enhanced by superior workmanship; the weapon’s damage, attack roll, or speed may be influenced.
	With steel weapons using superior forging methods or alloys alone, no area may have more than a +1 bonus; the weapon may have a +1 bonus to attack, damage, and/or speed.
	Feathersteel is a special case. It has a very good tensile strength but is very light. Most slashing weapons will not be able to get the full benefit of the feahtersteel since the alloy must be mixed with steel to give it the proper weight. Medium type P weapons and size S slashing or piercing weapons can receive the full benefit listed. Other weapons (size M type S weapons and all size L weapons) are treated as “superior forging and alloy” on the chart AND such a weapon may not have a damage bonus, i.e., any bonus must be assigned to speed and/or attack bonus. Such are still treated as feathersteel weapons when facing a foe in feathersteel armor. All feathersteel weapons weigh 25% less than the listed base weight.
	In the case of feathersteel weapons, the bonus may be placed on attack, damage, or speed. Only one point may be applied to the weapon’s speed or damage bonus, but up to +2 may be applied to the attack roll. The total still cannot exceed that acquired on the weapon of quality table.

Armor of Quality
	Simple armor of quality is 25% lighter than the equivalent non-quality armor. Feathersteel armor is 50% lighter, plus receives a +1 AC bonus against non-quality or magical weapon of iron or worse.

Costs
	Huntsman forged armor or weapons start at 150% of the base cost of the weapon and add an additional 50% if the weapon has a bonus.
	Damascus forged weapons start out at 200% of the basic cost and add an additional 75% per +1 that the weapon has in any category.
	Feathersteel weapons and armor start out at 500% of the normal weapon price and add 100% per plus of the weapon. Further, feathersteel items sold outside the South Seas region may cost an additional 1d4x100% of the weapons base cost.
	These are suggested guidelines for the GM and can actually vary widely.

Part 3: Combat Rules

	These are rules that deal with resolution of combats, combat-related character abilities, and other combat-related mechanics.

Hit points and defense pool
	Instead of the standard hit point roll per level, we use a “defense pool” rule.  Under this rule, low level characters are much more durable.
	The basic idea that the AD&D authors have put forward regarding hit points is that the reason hit points go up as the character gains levels is the change in hit points represents an in increased ability and luck and stamina with respect to succumbing to combat exhaustion.  But the way the actual rules appear is that the character develops physically as they progress, which is somewhat ludicrous.
	The defense pool system divides the character’s ability to withstand damage into hit points and defense pool.  When defense pool is depleted, it represents the character’s fatigue as he avoids blows and rolls with punches, and superficial wounds,  and when a character actually loses Hit points it represents actual– possibly severe–bodily damage.

	Determine a character’s hit points by:

	(Str + Con)/2 + HP bonus from Con.

	If the player’s option rules are being used, use Str/Stamina and Con/Fitness in the above calculation.
	Note that this number should almost never change unless the character’s statistics change.
Each character also has a defense pool.  The defense pool is rolled according to the characters’ “hit dice” column of their class and level, as described for hit points in the Players Handbook.
	To figure a character’s defense pool, you must keep track of hit die total. Hit die total is figured the same way as hit points in a normal AD&D game: roll hit dice per class and level, and add constitution bonus to each dice.
	We do not use the hit die total directly in the game. Rather, it is used to figure defense pool, as follows:
•	abIf hit die total is less than 2 times hit points, defense pool is ½ of the hit die total.
•	abIf the hit die total is 2 times or more hit points, defense pool is simply the difference between the hit die total and hit points.

Example: a 3rd level fighter with 15 strength and 17 constitution would have 19 HP (16 average strength and con, plus 3 for having a constitution of 17).

To find the fighter’s hit dice total, the player rolls 3d10, adding the fighter’s CON bonus (3) to each dice. The rolls come up 8, 5, and 6. Adding three to each dice, the total is 28. The player records this as “hit die total.” Since this number is not twice the fighter’s HP, the fighter has a defense poll (or DP) of ½ the hit die total. In this case, the number is half of 28, or 14. The fighter has 14 DP.

The when the fighter gains a level, the player rolls an additional d10, and adds 3. The dice comes up 9, for a total of 12. This is added to the character’s HD total, which is now 40. Since 40 is over 2x the character’s HP (2x19=38) the fighter’s DP is the difference between his HD total and his HP. The character’s DP is 40-19 = 21.

	If the character has abilities that add to their hit points per the rules, it should be applied to hit points if the boost is a one time bonus (e.g., humanoid characters receive one bonus point per hit dice.) If the boost occurs once per level (e.g., the Skills&Powers ability that grants one additional “hit point” per level,) then the bonus points should be applied to defense pool.
	The DM may wish to incorporate the HP/DP rules into combat with some humanoid creatures.  Most humanoids are rather robust, so it can be assumed that their first HD is actually from HP, the rest is defense pool.
	The DM may assume that a humanoid’s base HP is equal to it’s calculated strength by Combat & Tactics (i.e., 3.5 per size category, plus its HD) and its defence pool is determined by rolling its normal HD minus one HD (Thus a bugbear, which is size L and has 17 base HP and defence pool of 2d8+1).  This will make humanoid opponents somewhat tougher, though still not as tough as PCs.
	Non-humanoid creatures may also use this method, but do not subtract the one HD if the creature is size L or larger (or for Humanoids of size H or larger.)  In addition, some creatures which have defined high constitutions (like vampires) should have a minimum HP total of their con bonus times their HD.  Thus a vampire (18 con) would have a calculatedhp of 22, but it’s con would make it 32 (4x8).  Older vampires with higher base HD would have even more.

Losing and Recovering Hit Points and Defense Pool
	Whenever an attack does any sort of damage to a character, that damage is applied to the defense pool first, then to the hit points.  For example, if a character has 10 DP and 10 HP, and take 15 points of damage, that character would have zero points left in DP, and 5 HP.  Depleting one’s HP causes them to collapse into unconsciousness and possibly death - see “hovering at death’s door,” below.
The primary difference in the treatment of HP and DP is the way in which they are recovered.  HP is recovered exactly as described in the standard rules.
	Defense pool, however, represents bruises, lacerations, and exhaustion. Hence, recovery is much faster.  Each character has a “recovery rate,” to determine this rate, divide Con by 3 ( Con/ Health if S & P is being used) and round to the nearest number.  This is the number of DP recovered in one hour of rest - rest not including running around and adventuring. The DM may permit ½ recovery for light activity such as walking. 
	A character who has HP damage cannot recover the same amount of DP damage until the HP damage is healed.  This helps represent the character’s depleted state when wounded.  

Example, if a fighter has 19 HP and 50 DP, but has lost all his DP and 5 HP (putting him at 14 HP), that fighter cannot rest to recover beyond 45 HP (his normal 50 minus 5, which is the amount of damage that his has suffered to his HP) until the 5 HP damage he has taken are healed.

	When any sort of healing spell or proficiency is applied to a character, the  rolled amount is applied to HP first. Once all HP damage is healed, any remaining healing is applied to DP.

Example, if the above fighter had a healing proficiency performed on him for 2 points, he would regain 2 HP , putting him at 16 HP, 0 DP.  If a cure serious wounds was then cast on him for 12 points, he is restored to his full 19 HP and also gets the remaining points of healing (12, minus the 3 already applied to HP) back to DP, putting him at 9 DP.

Special Damage
	At the DM’s discretion, some sorts of damage (esp. poison) may be “difficult” to heal.  In such cases, the following rules apply:
C	Denote how much damage is “difficult to heal”.
C	Any amount of damage applied to DP that is “difficult to heal” damage only heals at the rate described in the PHB for hit point damage.
C	Any amount of damage applied to hit points heal at half the normal rate.
C	The healing proficiency may or may not be used to recover difficult to heal damage (DM discretion).  For example, drawing poison may mitigate some poison damage, but only if the poison has not already run its course.
C	The effect of cure spells lesser than heal is halved.



Hovering at death’s door
	This variation of the standard rule is used to prevent the “I’m at -2 HP, you guys have 8 rounds to save me” syndrome encouraged by the set limit of -10 HP prior to death in the DMG page 104.  Wounds from actual combat tend to be much more unpredictable and serious than such a fixed number.
	To represent this, instead of using the -10 HP set limit to determine when a character will expire, when a character drops below 0 HP, the DM secretly rolls a D20.  This roll represents the negative number (instead of -10) the character can go to before perishing.
	In all other ways, use the rules under “hovering  at death’s door” in the DM’s Guide to determine the effects of going to a negative HP total.

Initiative
	Instead of using the combat and tactics initiative system, we will be using the standard initiative rules with a few modifications.
	First, there is movement delayed strike.  If a character has to make a move prior to attacking a target, they must add an initiative modifier to represent the time that they move.  This modifier is +3 for every quarter move they make.
	To find how much each character’s “quarter move” is, divide their movement by 4.  If a character has a base move of 12, this conveniently divides into a quarter move of 3.  However, if the number does not divide evenly by 4, distribute the excess as evenly as possible in this order: 3rd, 2nd, 4th, and 1st quarter.  

Example: A given dwarf characterhas a base move of 6. For his 1st and 4th quarter move, the dwarf moves 1. For the 2nd and third quarter moves, the dwarf may move 2.

The dwarf is 3 squares from a character he want to attack. Since it will take 2 quarter moves to reach the target, the dwarf must add +6 to the initiative of his attack, since he must expend his 1st and 2nd quarter moves.  

By Combat and tactics, this means he is eligible for a half move action; the only real purpose of finding quarter moves is to find initiative modifiers.
	Second are sequential attacks.  If a character has 2 or more attacks, the attack initiative of each attack is determined by adding the speed of the first attack to the base initiative, and for the second attack, add the speed of the second weapon to the initiative that the first attack occurred, etc.  If this is accomplished by multiple weapons, add the primary weapon speed, and then the secondary weapon speed.  If this is due to multiple attacks, simply add the same weapon speed again.
	Some monsters execute three (or more) simultaneous attacks. In this case, the DM is well justified in just allowing all such attacks to occur on the first initiative, such as in the case of a tiger attacking.
	Third is individual initiative.  Each PC may roll their own initiative and add their own modifiers.  The DM may roll once for multiple opponents or make groups of 10 or less and roll in groups as desired.  Large groups (such as  10+ individuals) warrant an averaged initiative of 1d8+1; really large groups (20+) may warrant 1d6+2.  The DM may, of course, choose to roll individual initiative for exceptional individuals, but such typically causes a large amount of work for the detail gained.
	Finally, since we are using an idividual initiative system, critical events per the Combat & Tactics are handled differently.  If the DM desires to use this rule for a particular combat, the DM should only make one roll for the NPC / monster side.  The DM then asks if any party member if they rolled that number on their base initiative.  If so, the DM consults the critical event table.  On a result affecting “A random combatant”, either that character or his opponent suffers that event.  Ignore events affecting more than one combatant unless more than one PC rolled a tie.

Open-ended damage
	Any time that a character rolls maximum damage on the dice and exceeds the roll to hit by 3 or more, a particularly sound blow has been struck and the character may roll for additional damage.  The additional damage is the normal damage done by the weapon minus the normal minimum damage - which is usually 1.  If, on this additional damage dice roll, the character rolls maximum damage again, another additional damage roll is rolled.  This may continue several times but there is one limitation: a weapon may not roll a total number of damage rolls greater than its normal maximum damage.  Also, no modifiers for strength, specialization, or magic apply to these “extra damage rolls” - such modifiers are added after the weapon damage is totaled.

Example, a thief scores an exceptional hit with a dagger, and rolls 4 damage - which is max for a dagger.  He rolls an additional damage die of 1d4-1.  If he rolls a 0 at this point, no extra damage is scored.  If he rolls max again (3 - 4 on the dice minus 1), he can roll another die.  The most d4 he could roll for this attack is 4, keeping in mind that each one past the first is at -1 - for a possible total of 13 points (4+3+3+3).

Advanced Rule: Multiple Dice
	One may notice that when multiple dice are involved in a roll, the chances of rolling maximum on the dice is significantly reduced.  If the open ended damage system is used, this gives weapons that use multiple dice an artificial drawback.
	To compensate for this, open ended damage rolls for multiple dice damage weapons may require a roll less than the maximum.  Use the following table.  Note the “hit by 3" rule still applies:
				Open end on
Dice of Weapon	# or better
Single die (any)	Maximum roll
2d4, 2d6		Max - 1
2d8, 2d10, 3d4		Max - 2
3d6, 3d8		Max - 3

	Example: Seigfried is using a 2 handed sword against a gnoll with a morning star.  Siegfried is a grand master in the 2 handed sword.

The morning star does 2d4 aginst Siegfried, a medium target.  If the gnoll hits by 3, he will do open end damage on a 7 or 8 on his initial roll, and continue to open end on a 5 or 6 on the extra damage rolls (which are 2d4 - 2, for a max damage of 6).

Siegfried does 3d8 with a 2 handed sword against a large target since he is a high master.  He rolls for open ended damage on a 21 or more (24 max, minus 3) on his damage roll, before modifiers, and continues to roll open-ended damage on an 18 or better on the 3d8 - 3 extra damage rolls.

Critical hits
	As in the Combat and Tactics, any roll of 18 or greater and that hits by 5 or more may result in a critical hit.  There are some  modifications to this:
	First– assassination–any character with the backstab ability may have an improved chance of scoring a critical hit when performing a backstab.  The “5 over needed roll” still applies, but, in addition, instead of needing a natural 18 or better, subtract the character’s backstab modifier from 20 to determine the natural roll needed for a critical.  Thus a thief of 4th level or less needs a natural 18 or better just like anyone else.  But a 9th level thief - who has a backstab damage multiplier of 4 - scores a critical on a natural 16 or better (20 - 4 = 16).
	Second–charts–to make for a more flavorful (and possibly deadly) environment, instead of using the charts for criticals in the C&T, we are using the tables in Arms Law/Claw Law.  To determine the column of the chart used, consult the following table:

Size difference		Column
(weapon vs. Target)		used
weapon size < target size	   A
weapon size = target size	   B
weapon size > target size	   C
weapon is 2 sizes larger	   D

Bonuses:
Natural 20 rolled on attack	+1 column
Slaying weapon*		+1 column

* a slaying weapon is any weapon specially
enchanted to slay the target creature’s race
or type.

	As in the skills and powers book, the target is allowed a save vs. death to avoid any adverse effect that it would suffer due to a critical hit (i.e., do not consult the critical chart.)
	However, unlike C&T, do not apply a damage multiplier just because of a critical roll.  The open-ended damage system and the fact that there are damage bonuses inherent in the Arms law tables provide bonus damage under this critical system.
	There is some conversion needed for the Rolemaster table.  Each “-10%” on the rolemaster table translates to a -1 attack roll in AD&D.

Spell Criticals
	The Spells & Magic tome, in the tradition of Combat & Tactics, has provided us with a system whereby a spell can inflict a critical strike just like a weapon can.
	Of course, once again, the Rolemaster system has a variety of tables which are colorful and provide an element of danger.  There are Rolemaster charts for a variety of attack forms (elecrticity, heat, etc.).  There is not one for WOUNDING; use the SpaceMaster internal disruption critical chart instead.
	To determine which column of the charts to use, consult the following table.  This table is patterned after the Spells and Magic table 48:

Damage potential vs.	Column
Target HP/DP total		Used:
Max Dmg < ½ (HP+DP)	   A
Max Dmg < HP+DP	   B
Max Dmg < 2x (HP+DP)	   C
Max Dmg > 2x (HP+DP)	   D

Bonuses:
Natural “1" on saving throw	+1 column
Target is vulnerable to attack
 type (fireball vs. a treant, etc.)	+1 column

	This applies mainly to damaging spells.  The DM must decide which effects, if any, are appropriate to a heinously failed saving throw vs. another type of spell (charm person, repulsion, etc.)

Bleeding
	One aspect of combat that the role master critical hit tables representz well is the fact that bleeding is a very dangerous aspect of battle.  A bleeding wound can kill a character easily in less than a minute.  Thus most players will be concerned with how to reduce or stop bleeding.
	The first method is naturally.  Blood tends to clot and stop itself - but this tends to be ineffective against the most lethal bleeding wounds.  A cahracter who has a bleeding wound may make a health check to see if the bleeding slows or stops after he has been bleeding for a number of rounds equal to the current bleeding rate. This check is made by rolling a Con / Health ability check with a penalty equal to the current bleeding rate.  If the roll is successful, the rate of bleeding is reduced by 1 per round.

Example: Torvok has a con / health of 14, so would have a recovery rate of 5.  Torvok has been wounded and is bleeding at the rate of 4 points per round.  After his 4h round of bleeding (4 being the current bleeding rate,) Torvok is allowed to make a health check to see if the bleeding slows.  Torvok’s health is 14, but he rolls agaisnt this ability with a 4 point penalty, so he needs to roll a 10 or less.  Torvok rolls a 9, so on the next round, the bleeding is reduced to 3 points per round.  After 3 more rounds, Torvok can make another check.

	Any character may attempt to stop bleeding by expenidng a full move action bandaging a character, though a character with the healing proficiency will be better able to handle a situation of serious bleeding.
	If the bleeding character is only bleeding at 1 point per round, there is no roll; the attempt is automatic and bleeding stops.  If bleeding occurs at a rate of more than 1 point per round, a wisdom / intuition check is required, at a penalty equal to the rate of bleeding.  If successful, the rate of bleeding is reduced by 1 point per round.
	A character with healing only need expend a half move action to make an attempt to slow bleeding; they always stop 1 point on any attempt (unless they fumble), and stop their healing rate (usually 1d3) worth of bleeding if they succeed in a healing check.
	Characters with the healing proficiency are not penalized by a high bleeding rate. Healers understand how to best tie bandages and apply pressure to arteries to stop bleeding.
	Any magical healing applied to the bleeding wound stops 1 pt/round worth of bleeding instead of 1 HP or DP if the bleeding is not stopped.  Any healing beyond what is required to stop the bleeding is applied normally to HP and DP (n.b.: this does not apply to wounding weapons. The stopping bleeding works as described, but any additional healing beyond what is needed to stop the bleeding is lost; the character must recover HP and DP naturally.)

Example: Torvak, described above, took 8 points of weapon damage and 16 points of bleeding and is now bleeding at a rate of 3 points a round.  He takes 3 points of bleeding damage at the begining of the round and, getting a break from combat, he decides to tie the wound up with a bandage.  He has a wis / intuition of 12.  He is bleeding at 3 points per round, so he has a 3-point penalty, so must roll a 9 or less.  He rolls a 3 and suceeds; the bleeding rate goes down to 2 points a round.

He takes 2 points at the begining of the next round, when the cleric comes over and casts a cure light wounds for 5 points.  The last 2 points of bleeding are stopped; the remaining 3 points of healing are applied to Torvok’s HP and DP  

Blocks and opposed rolls
One of the central aspects of utilizing the Combat & Tactics system to resolve combats is the idea of an opposed roll.
Normally, a character will be called on to make 2 types of checks - one in which high is better (like attack rolls or saving throws), the other category, low rolls are better (like ability chacks).
However, occasionally, a character will find themselves actively opposed in their efforts of doing something.  A prime example of this is a character who attempts to block an incoming attack.
When a 2 characters are competing, they both roll norlmally and add all appropriate bonuses.  If one suceeds an the other doesn’t, that will determine the victor of the contest.  If both suceeds, the one that got a roll closer to their success number without failing is the victor.  Thus, in attack rolls, the lower dice roll that suceeds wins; in ability checks, the higher dice roll that suceeds wins.  Note than when comparing rolls, compare the actual roll without modifiers.
This may seem counter intuitive; most players are used to a higher roll being better when attacking, but remember, a warrior with more bonuses and a lower THAC0 can hit with a lower dice roll. It is this which makes him more challenging to overcome when an opposed attack roll is called for.
A specific example is the block.  A character may dedicate one or more attacks in a round to a block.  If the declaration to make a block is declared at the begining of a round, that character may block even attacks that come before his initiative.  However, if the opportunity to block an attack does not arise, the attack is wasted.
On the other hand, a character may wait until some time during the combat round to declare a block.  The disadvantage of doing this is that the character cannot block incoming attacks prior to his initiative.  The advantage is that if an opportunity does not arise to block, the character has not wasted an attack and may attack normally.
A character that wishes to block an incoming attack declares the intention to do so before the attack is rolled.  The attacker rolls an attack roll vs. the defenders AC as normal; the defender rolls an attack roll vs. AC 4 or the opponent’s weapon speed, whichever is lower.  This is resolved as an opposed roll.  If the attacker suceeds with a lower roll than the defender did (or the attacker suceeds and the defender fails), the block failed and the defender takes normal damage.  If the defender suceeds with a lower roll than the attacker did (or the attacker fails in any case), the block is sucessful and the character takes no damage. 
This is just one example of an opposed roll, but there are many other manuevers in the C&T (or that the DM may devise) that utilize this mechanic.

categorized ac bonuses
	You will notice that the campaign character sheets are printed with an unusual block for AC bonuses.  Armor class is split into a normal/magical category and evasive/standard category:
Armor Class Bonuses:
Normal
Magical
Total




Standard



Evasive



Total

	There are many situations that arise in AD&D that require the character to know what their AC is without armor (e.g., they are in metal armor and are being attacked by a shocking grasp spell or by a weapon that does not consider armor such as a net), without evasive bonuses (to determine the damage that a trapper does), or without any magic (like in a magic dead zone).
	Having these numbers ahead of time prevents the need to calculate a number on the fly every time a different number is needed.  This table, when filled out, provides the exact number you need for most such situations - though there are exceptions (such as a swashbuckler who has a +2 evasive bonus when unarmored who dons plate mail - obviously more than just the “normal/standard” AC bonus will change - he’ll also lose 2 from his evasive AC bonus).
	Standard, nonmagical bonuses usually simply include the AC bonus due to armor - for example, plate mail and shield provides an AC of 2, so it provides an AC bonus of 8. Standard, nonmagical bonuses also include tough hide of some humanoid races.  Standard, magical bonuses include the plus of any magical armor, bracers, rings, or cloaks.
	Evasive bonuses are almost anything that allows a PC to evade - vice withstand - an attack.  Evasive, nonmagical bonuses include any bonus for dexterity or base AC of a martial art.  Magical evasive bonuses include bonuses form magic items such as a cloak of displacement, boots of speed, or boots of striding and springing, or spells such as invisibility or blur.
	There are no real rules changes here; this simply serves as a tool to speed up combat in unusual situations.  The bonus granted from a particular means should be put in the block, and then the totals should be put along the top and side.  To find the characters AC in a particular situation, add the number in the box to AC that describes the AC bonus that is not being considered, or if an effect negates a certain number of points to a category, add that number to AC with a maximum penalty equal to the AC bonus actually on the sheet.

	Example: Bromas is a ranger who is wearing scale mail armor +2, had boots of striding and springing and a dex of 18.  Noramally, that would give him an AC of 0.  The block on his character sheet looks like:

Normal
Magical
Total

4
2
6
Standard
3
1
4
Evasive
7
3
10
Total

	Bromas finds himself in a melee with a gladiator using a man-catcher.  The man catcher only counts evasive and magical bonuses, it does not consider the normal armor bonus, so Bromas adds the figure under NORMAL/STANDARD to his AC, giving him an effective AC of 4 (0 + 4) for this attack.

The gladiator suceeds, so the man catcher takes effect, which negates all evasive bonuses - so agasint any further attacks, he adds 4 (the Total/Evasive block) to his AC, so his AC is also 4 in this situation.

After defeating the gladiator, Bromas tries to make an escape from his captors.  A guard shoots at him with a musket at medium then long range.  At medium range, a musket negates 5 points of Normal/Standard AC, but Bromas only has 4, so he adds 4 to his AC for a total of 4.  The guard shoots again at long range, where the musket only negates 2 points of normal/standard AC (Bromas has more than this- 4), so his AC goes up by 2 for a total AC of 2.

In the dungeons below the arenas, Bromas becomes engaged in a fight in a magic dead zone, so all of his “magical” AC bonuses do not apply, so he adds the figure under “Magical/ Total to his AC, for a total of 3 (0 base, plus 3 from the Magical / Total block).

called shots
	The DMG contains the basic rules for a called shot.  To renumerate: a called shot is anounced before initiative, a +1 initiative penalty is applied as well as a -4 (or more, at DM’s option) penalty to hit.  Any miss results in no damage being dealt.
	In the past, we have used a rule that any called shot uses all attacks for the round.  This rule kept any combatant from simply hacking away at a warriors head just because they were not wearing a helm, but as a little unfair to those with multiple attacks.
	Any character may perform a single called shot in a combat round as described above with no further penalties.  The character may still take any ramaining attacks for the round, but none of them may be declared as called shots.
	In addition, called shots are a no-move action per the C&T; a helmless warrior that performs a withdraw or a knockdown would thus be immune to a called shot to the head for the round.
	A warrior who is eligible to use a sheild retains the bonus for the sheild if it is at least a medium sheild against any called shot to specific body parts; the sheild can be moved up to block the head.
	The Complete Fighter’s Handbook provided a system for numbed and useless limbs.  That system was excised with the printing of the Combat & Tactics, but we provide this alternate system for specific location damage that is independant of the critical hit system that utilizes the the defense pool concept.  Use these in place of the specific location hit rules in the Complete Fighters HB:
	A character may choose to make a called shot to head, arms, legs, or pressure points of an enemy.  The attacker declares which of these locations is being attacked before initiative is rolled.
	If the attacker hits, it is necessary to determine “numbed” and “useless” numbers for the defender as follows:
	Numbed	(HP+DP)/4
	Useless	(HP)/4
	In all cases, round up and HP and DP used for calculations are full, undamaged values.
	In order for any effect to happen on the called shot other than normal damage, the amount of damage in that one blow must exceed the “numbed” value.  If at least an amount of HP (not DP) damage equal to the “useless” value occurs in that one shot, then the hit is considered to make the target “useless”.  Note that in this case, the criteria for “numbed” must also be met.
	If a “numbed” effect occurs, the effect named for that body part lasts until the end of the next round.  If a “useless” effect occurs, the effect lasts for 2d6 rounds or until the HP damage is healed by some means.  The effects are (note: these are paraphrased from the CFHB):

	Head: Random roll a d6 OR DM choice:
1) blindness
2) deafness
3) dizziness (-4 to dex until effect ends.  Must make a dex check or be knocked down whenever hit for more than 2 points of damage; the -4 also applies to any saves vs.  Knockdown results per C&T.)
4) knockdown
5) blindness and deafness
6) dizziness and knockdown
	Arms: A numbed or useless weapon arm cannot hold a weapon; any weapon is dropped.  A numbed or useless shield arm negates any sheild bonuses.
	Legs: If standing, character must make a dex check or fall.  Movement drops to 1/4 of normal.  Any time the character is hit for more than 2 points of damage, must make a dex check or fall down.  Any sheild rush that hits automatically scores a knockdown.
	Stun-points: Hitting a stun point with a number or useless result makes it difficult for the character to defend themsleves.  Movement is halved and any attack on the character has a +2 to hit.

	Example: Galaywin is fighting a thug - who is a 3rd level fighter with THAC0 18, and 17 strength for +1 to hit and damage.  Galaywin has a -2 AC, no helmet, and a sheild.  Galaywin has 26 DP and 19 HP when unwounded.  Thus she has a “numbed” rating of 12 (45/4, rounded up), and a “useless” rating of 5.  Galaywin is currently roughed up, having but 2 DP left.

The thug is a little intimidated by her big sword, so he attempts to hit her in the sword arm. He hits with a natural 20, but since he needed a 20 to hit, there is no possible critical.  He rolls for damage with his sword and rolls a 7, +1 for strength is 8 points of damage.  This removes Galaywin’s last 2 DP and does 6 HP damage.  While this satisfies the “useless” criteria of 5 HP in a blow, it does not satisfy the “numbed” requirement for 12 points of damage total.  Galaywin therefore recieves no special effects from the hit.

Now it’s Galaywin’s attack.  She is specialized and very strong, having a +4 to hit and +8 to damage with her bastard sword.  The thug’s AC is 3 and has 14 HP and 15 DP, and is not wounded.  Galaywin is concerned with keeping the thug around for questioning, so she makes a called shot for the leg. Galaywin is a 4th level fighter, with a THAC0 of 17.  She needs a 13 to hit, has a -4 penalty with a called shot, +4 due to her attack bonus, so she needs a 13 on the dice.  She rolls a 16 and hits.  She rolls 7 points with her bastard sword, plus 8 is 15 points.  This is more than 1/4 the thugs HP+DP, so the numbed leg effect goes into effect, but she failed to eliminate his defense pool and do any damage, so the leg is merely numbed,  is not  “useless.” 

dice progression for damage and knockdown
	The Combat and Tactics book introduces the concept of knockdown.  Each weapon is given a knockdown dice in addition to damage dice.
	However, some factors, such as the size of the weilder and weapon mastery, causes the weilder to use the “next higher die type” for damage or knockdown.  However, after d12, die types do not cleanly progress.
	Accordingly, a number of unusual die types are required in these unique situations.  This is actually done using multiple dice, but is statistically the same as using a single, theoretical dice that uses the same progression.
	The progression of damage and knockdown die types, in order, are:
d2, d3, d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, d16, d20, d24, d32, d40.

	To roll d16, d24, d32, and d40, roll as follows:
	d16: roll d8 and any other die.  If the other die result is “low” (e.g., 1-3 on a d6), the result is the d8 roll.  If it is “high” (e.g., 4-6 on a d6), add 8 to the d8 roll.  This gives a range from 1 to 16 with equal chance of each result.
	d24: use d12 and any other die.  If other die is low, result is the d12 roll.  If other die is high, result is the d12 roll plus 12.
	d32: use d8 and a d4.  If the d4 result is 1, the d32 result is the d8 roll.  If the d4 result is 2, the d32 result is the d8 roll plus 8.  If the d4 roll is the, the d32 result is the d8 roll plus 16.  If the d4 result is 4, the d32 result is 24 plus the d8 result.
	d40: use d20 and any other die.  If the other die is low, the result is the d20 roll.  If the other die result is high, the result is the d20 roll plus 20.

Strength and Dexterity “to hit” bonuses
	A character with a “missile adjustment” from a high dexterity / aim may use that bonus on melee rolls instead of (not in addition to) the “to hit bonus from strength.
	The DM may rule that certain “to hit” rolls are not affected by strength; in such cases the character must use their dexterity / aim “to hit” bonus (if any.)

Strength Damage Bonuses and weapon size 
	Some small weapons don’t allow large, burly fighter to use their strength and physique to full effect. To represent this, the strength damage bonus that may be applied to any hit may not exceed the roll on the weapon’s damage dice. The only modifiers that figure into this limitation are those for using a one-handed weapon two-handed and those inherent to the weapon damage. Bonuses for specialization and magic are applied after figuring and adding the strength bonus.
	Some large weapons allow the user to take advantage of high strength despite a fairly limited initial damage potential. If the weapon that the character is using has a higher die type for knockdown than damage, the character may use the result on the knockdown dice instead of the damage dice to determine the limitation on strength bonuses.

Unarmed Combat damage
	The above rule on strength damage bonuses is not applied to unarmed combat attacks. However, there are some modifications to the existing method of doing unarmed combat.
	Instead of adding the character’s damage bonus to the die roll in unarmed combat, use a die type equivalent to the normal die type plus the strength bonus. If there is no standard die type for the resulting die type, use the next higher die type if the attack is considered “hard,” and the next lower die type if the attack is considered ‘soft.”
	Again, this has no effect on bonuses from specialization or mastery in unarmed combat.

Example: A character has a +4 damage bonus from strength. Per the C&T, small soft object have a base damage of 1d2, small hard object 1d3, large soft 1d4, and large, hard 1d6. This character would do 1d6 with small, soft objects, 1d8 with small, hard or large, soft objects, and 1d10 with large, hard objects.

Infection of wounds
	For each point of hit point damage (not defense pool damage) that the character takes that is not healed by a cure wounds spell, there is a chance of infection. This chance is:

base chance:		2% per HP damage.
unclean / filthy conditions:	+1% per HP for each that applies.
hot, moist climate:	+1% per HP of damage
cool weather / climate	‑1% per HP of damage
treated by a character with
HEALING proficiency:	‑1% per HP healed

	Make the assessment of how many points of hit point damage the character has taken at the end of the day when the character becomes eligible for hp healing. The number that should be used is the worst damage the character has taken to hit points that day after magical healing but before counting healing from the healing proficiency.
	The effects of infection are the same as a SICKNESS in High Level Campaigns, and may require system shock rolls or healing proficiency checks to avoid more severe side effects (penalties when using a limb, gangrene, etc.)

Dueling
	As mentioned in the house rules handout, the Trinalia campaign uses the Combat & Tactics rules to resolve combat.  However, there is one optional rules section that has not been used in previous campaigns set in the Trinalia setting: Dueling.
	The dueling rules are only typically used in one-on-one combats between 2 humanoid opponents of similar level of skill.   There is little time or space for the shuffling and dancing around that occurs in a typical duel within the chaos of a large melee.
	Both participants in a duel utilize a DUELING PLOT to determine their actions, along with a d6 and a d12.  The dueling plot is provided on page 52 of the Combat & Tactics.  The dueling plat shows various attack and defense modes a participant in the duel can utilize.
	The d6 and d12 are not rolled during the combat but used by the participants to record their attack and defense forms.  There are 6 defense forms; the d6 is used to record the characters defensive tactic.  There are 12 offensive maneuvers; the d12 is used to record the characters offensive tactic.
	Every round, both participants secretly selects a defense mode and a defensive position; they record this by putting the d6 on the block on the dueling plot that corresponds to their defensive position with the number showing that corresponds to their defensive action.  Then, they choose an attack type.  They may only choose the attack types listed under the defense position block they just chose.  They put the d12 with the number corresponding to the attack type up on the block on the defense plot they think their opponent will chose for a defense position.
	There is the possibility that one of the combatants will be able to predict their opponents move (see the dueling proficiency,  below), after modifications are made for that, both players dueling plots are revealed and modifiers are applied accordingly.
	If a duelist has guessed the attack roll exactly, they get a +2 of their attack roll.  This is reduced by -2 for each position they are away from exact (up or down, or side to side / back or forward).  The most anyone can be off  is 4 positions, so they could get a -6 modifier from being totally wrong (e.g., by guessing “roll left”, when opponent was really moving “dodge right”).
	All rules concerning dueling combat, including the various moves and their effects, are listed on pages 51- 54 of the Combat & Tactics book; see that book for more details on the dueling system.



Initiative During a Duel
	One aspect of the Combat & Tactics rules that is not used in the Trinalia campaign is initiative; accordingly, the dueling initiative rules in the C&T don’t make to much sense in the context of the Trinalia house rules initiative system.
	To incorporate the Trinalia initiative system into the C&T dueling rules, each character rolls initiative as normal. This is treated as a normal combat initiative roll on the first round; the character who gets the first initiative in the first round is said to have the initiative advantage. On the second an subsequent round, both character’s players roll for initiative as normal, but the character with the initiative advantage always treats the lowest of those two initiative rolls as his (or her) own, and the character without the initiative advantage always treats the higher of the two rolls as their own! Normal modifiers are applied to these initiative rolls to find when exactly each character strikes.
	The character with the initiative advantage is referred to as the attacker; the character without the initiative advantage is referred to as the defender. The attacker retains the initiative advantage until one of the following conditions occur;
•	abA turnabout occurs; this is considered to happen when either the defender ends up going first in a round due to a lower speed factor or other initiative modifiers, or the unmodified initiative rolls are the same (a tie);
•	abThe attacker chooses a combat action that does not require an attack roll during a round;
•	abThe defender disarms or traps the attacker’s primary weapon;
•	abThe attacker is knocked down or forced to retreat by the defender;
•	abThe defender overbears, trips, or otherwise grapples the attacker. 

	When any of these conditions occurs, the defender immediately gains the initiative advantage and is considered the attacker. The order of any remaining actions in the round is not altered, but the new attacker is considered the attacker and retains the initiative advantage until another of the above conditions occur.


the Dueling Proficiency
	One difference between the way duels are conducted in the Trinalia campaign and as given in the Combat & Tactics rules is the way that the duelists can go about reading each other’s moves.  In the Combat & Tactics, such is done by an opposed intelligence check.
	Instead, in the Trinalia campaign, all characters who have a weapon proficiency (or have expended at least 1 weapon proficiency on an unarmed fighting style) has done a fair bit of sparring during their training and automatically receive the dueling proficiency free. (Note this is NOT the same as the dueling lore nonweapon proficiency.)
	The dueling proficiency is handled almost exactly like a normal proficiency, except it has no initial cost other than described above, and that it’s base level varies by class.  This is determined by subtracting the character’s non proficiency penalty for their class from 10.  Thus warriors have the dueling proficiency at a base level of 8, priests and thieves 7, psionicists 6, and wizards 5.
	This proficiency is modified (according to the S&P rules) by intelligence / reason or wisdom / intuition.  Any character may apply CPs to improve their level in this proficiency normally.
	After 2 duelists have set their attack pattern for a round, but before they are revealed, they roll an opposed roll against their DUELING proficiency.  The victor (if any) picks up on some telegraphed move by his opponent.  The winner gets to ask about one aspect of his opponent’s pattern.  He may ask what kind of attack is coming, what kind of defense is being used, or the position of the opponent’s defense.  Once this is done, he may adjust one aspect of his own pattern accordingly, that is, may change the location of his attack up or down one level, or adjust it by one block in any legal direction, or change the attack type.

Dueling Styles
	The Combat & Tactics (as well as the skills and powers) mentions “Local fighting styles” (in the case of the skills and powers, they are called “special styles.”)
	In the context of the Trinalia campaign, these styles are called “Dueling styles”.  This is because many of the described styles are known mainly for being developed for dueling and offer additional bonuses in a duel.
	To get benefits from a dueling style, a character must spend a proficiency slot to specialize in that style.  Normally, a character may only start with one dueling style appropriate to their homeland; any further dueling style requires being tutored in it by a character who is proficient in that style.
	Further, all such styles are limited in which weapons that style may be used with; the character must be using and be proficient in a weapon proscribed for the style to get any benefits from it.
	Descriptions of the origin, benefits, and restrictions of each style follow. Note that where a style allows an attack bonus for a certain maneuver in a duel, the character only gets the additional bonus if they get the bonus from the maneuver. For example, a duelist using the dwarven style would only get the additional +1 attack bonus (for a total of +2) on a wild swing if the opponent uses the is using no defensive maneuver.
	Unless otherwise stated , a character cannot use the advantages of two different dueling styles (or style specializations) at the same time. Speed requirements for weapons are without any modifiers from style, mastery, the  quickness proficiency, weapon quality, or magic. For example, having a +1 horseman’s pick (normally a speed 5 medium piercing weapon, speed 4 with magic bonus) will not allow you to use it with Mintaran dueling.

Sword cities fencing: A basic fencing style identical to the historical “Florentine style”, this style is common to swashbuckling fencers in the sword cities of the south as well as some areas in the free cities.
	Sword cities fencing negates any penalties when using a size M fencing blade in the primary hand and a size S fencing blade (usually a main gauche or parrying dagger) in the off-hand.
	In a duel, this style grants an additional +1 to feint manuevers. This style may only be used with blades in the fencing blade tight group.

Majenkan knife fighting: This style originated in the rough streets of Majenka, where only the wealthiest duelists can afford a size M or L metal weapon.  Accordingly, it concentrates on the use of small bladed weapons in one or both hands, and may be combined with either of those specializations.
	This style is now common throughout the islands of the Kylopean sea.
	This fighting style grants a -1 AC bonus. In addition, when dueling, it grants an additional +1 to riposte maneuvers. This style may only be used with size S class P weapons, as well as the sai and jitte.

Mintaran dueling: This style was developed by enforcers in the more lawless area of the free cities. It was developed because enforcers are called upon to duel enemies with larger weapons.
	This style grants a +1 attack bonus.  When dueling, this style grants an additional +1 with close attacks.  This style may be used with single or two weapons. Mintaran dueling may be used with any size S or M class B or P weapon with a weapon speed of 4 or less. It is mainly used with the sai, jitte, or jo.  (The jo stick is detailed in the Complete Ninjas HB).

Orion blade style: This style is known for being practiced by the monastic knights of central northern Trinalia, as well as many human kingdoms on the inner coast.
	This style grants an unarmed attack (punch or kick) in addition to any weapon attacks, as long as the character is not using a second weapon.  A character with a shield may use this style, but cannot use a shield attacks (shield punch, shield rush, block, or trap) in the same round gain as a free unarmed attack.
	If the character knows martial arts of any sort, they may choose to use their weapon as a martial arts weapon, as per page 96 of the Combat & Tactics. This style may be used with any size M weapon with a speed factor of 6 or less that the character is proficient in.

Northern smashing style: This style is known mainly by Turanians, Hobgoblins, and other humanoids and barbarians who use a variety of large weapons.  It emphasizes the power of large weapons in combat.
	This style grants a +1 to attack rolls. If dueling, this style grants an additional +1 to smash maneuvers. This style can be used with any sword in the large sword tight group, or with any size L type B weapon, or battle axes.

Dwarven style: This style is favored by dwarves and involves intimidating swings with hafted weapons or large blades.  Some humanoids and barbarians who have fought the dwarves use a similar style.
	This style grants a +1 to attack rolls and an additional +1 to any wild swing maneuver while dueling. This style may be used with any size M or larger axe, pick, or hammer, any large sword, or the long sword or scimitar.

Hobgoblin  pole style: Practiced by Hobgoblins as well as some spear using human warriors who face them, this style increases the effectiveness of pole weapons in duels. It is also similar to styles used by oriental humans in the far off land of Khitan and some elite warriors of the Materan amazons.
	This style allows an additional attack with the other end of the pole weapon.  In the case of a quarterstaff, this is simply treated as another quarterstaff attack.  Other pole weapons treat this as a bo stick attack, with a +1 speed modifier. Due to the surprise nature of this attack, it grants a +1 on feint maneuvers. This style may be used with quarterstaves, bo sticks, spears or polearms with a speed of 7 or lower.  A character cannot use this style and get a speed bonus from the Two-handed specialization in the same round.

Drakarian pole style: This style is practiced mainly by ploearm wielding Drakarian troops, but also some hobgoblins and other humanoids who do not use the hobgoblin pole style.
	Drakarian pole style allows an unarmed attack in addition to any normal weapon attacks allowed to the character. If martial arts are known, the pole weapon may be used exactly as it were a martial arts weapon per the Combat & Tactics to perform martial arts maneuvers. This style may be used with quarterstaves, bo sticks, spears or polearms with a speed of 7 or lower. 

Part 4: Magic

	Magic in the world of Varisha is one of its most unique aspects.  Magic is a wild force in the sphere that Tauval lies in, one that usually only gods wield with impunity.

Wizards
	In the world of Varisha, there is no one method of Wizardry. There is no single path that a wizard can tread. Though the traditional method of magic that is known throughout the universe, there other means of evoking magical power that have taken hold.
	All wizards must choose a method by which they cast their magic. In addition, some may choose a specialty. The selection of specialty may be limited by the method the player has selected for the character.
	Regardless of method, all characters use the spell point system described in the Spells & Magic, though the specifics may be altered by the caster’s method.

Spells & magic system: A primer
	Wizards in the Trinalia campaign use various rules from the Spells & Magic Player’s Option book.  By this system, a wizard (mage or specialist) PC does not have to abide by specific amounts of spells per level; rather, there is more flexibility.  Each wizard gains a certain amount of “spell points”, by which he can customize the spells he receives.
	As an example, in the regular magic system, a 5th level mage gains 4 1st, 2 2nd, and 1 3rd level spell.  In the Spells & Magic optional system, a 5th level wizard would instead have 40 spells points (plus possibly some bonuses).  With that 40 points, that wizard could choose the same spell selection listed above (4-1st, 2 -2nd, 1-3rd, which actually only costs 38 spell points), or could mix and match spell levels - Choosing 2 - 1st, 2- 2nd, and 2 -3rd level spells instead (which costs exactly 40 points.
	The Spells & Magic book provides the details; you can do things like make a spell cheaper by taking restrictions or extending the casting time, or make it more powerful by expending more spell points.  Consult chapter 6 of the Spells & Magic for details.

Wizards’ methods

	Most wizards of Trinalia are considered to be classical wizards. This is the default for the AD&D game. The wizard prepares for spellcasting by memorizing spells. When the spells are cast, the chaos inherent to the magic floods the wizards mind with entropy. Though this may sound hazardous, any well trained wizard can control the forces of magic such that only the organized memory of the spell is lost.
	Some additional forms of magic have begun to take hold. These methods of wizardry include channelers, diabolists, and witches.
	Aleinists, or diabolists have existed among humankind a long time, but are rare on the continent of Trinalia. Due to the madness that their art often inflicts, diabolism soon gained a very nasty reputation.  The very alien viewpoint involved in diabolism tends to take its toll on even those who approach the subject cautiously; those who embrace it wholeheartedly are invariably doomed.
	Channelers have existed for a long time among the elves, only recently have humankind - or other races - been privy to its secrets. While classical wizards dispense with the entropy inherent in magic by absorbing it into their minds, channlers absord the entropy into their bodies. Wielding such magic can result in fatigue, exhaustion, or if the channeler is haphazard, even death.  However, channelers have one advantage.  Unlike alienists or classical wizards, they do not “forget” spell as they are cast; they can cast any amount of spells that their body will bear.
	Witchcraft is the final casting method which is spreading throughout the land of Trinalia. In the context of the Trinalia campaign, witches are those who gain magical power by consorting with denizens of the lower plane. Though this offers certain benefits, this path can result in the very damnation of the soul of the characters who dares travel this route.
	A wizards character who selects casting methods of Alienism, Witchcraft, of Chanelling  get 10 extra character points with which to purchase abilities. The inherent drawbacks of the non-classical casting methods resemble the drawbacks in the spells & magic “awkward casting method” and “difficult memorization”.

Channelers: the specifics
	Channelers operate as described in the Spells & Magic book, pages 80 - 83.  Basically, these rules state:
C	The channeler chooses spells using the normal spell point system, but this only defines the available list of spells.  The character can allocate spell points to any spell on the list at the time of casting; the character never “forgets spells” unless another is memorized in its place.
C	Spell points are recovered gradually over time, since they represent magic potential and stamina, not memorization.  However, to change the spell selection follows the standard rules: 8 hours of rest plus 10 minutes per level of studying.
C	Whenever a channeler casts a spell, it takes a toll on the body.  This is represented by various fatigue levels that are imposed on the wizard when the spell is cast.
C	Channelers may use free magicks.
C	Channelers may use the “exceeding spell level limits” optional rule on page 78 of the Spells & Magic.
C	A chaneler may decide to cast a spell for greater effect at the time of casting simply by expending more spell points.
C	A channeler can save spell points by choosing to cast spells with prolonged casting time or reduced power at time of casting.
C	Channelers receive bonus spell points from high constitution and wisdom.  This is equal to the characters hit point bonus for con/fitness and magical attack adjustment for wis/willpower.
	In addition to these standard rules from the Spells and Magic, there are some rules specific to the Trinalia campaign concerning channelers.
	In the Trinalia campaign, it is possible to inscribe channeler spells on scrolls, but it is not possible to make a spell book for permanent record.  Instead of spell books, channelers use simple, non-precious crystals that are said to contain a portion of the caster’s spirit.  To store the impression of a spell from another crystal or an inscribed spell, the channeler must meditate with the crystal, spending the same amount of spell points and fatigue as would be required to cast the spell.
	Other than that, the spell crystal acts like a spell book in every way - other than it is easier to transport - and it is very fragile.  A channeler will typically prepare additional crystals and keep them in a safe place, as having the spell crystal is required to memorize new spells; losing all of your crystals can be disastrous.
	A spell crystal must be a ornamental or semi-precious stone.  The stone must receive a special faceting to be used - at a nominal charge equal to the value of the stone, or the character may do it themselves if they have jeweler/gemcutter proficiency.  After this, the channeler may store up to 4 spell levels per gp value of the gem for ornamental stones, or 2 spell levels per gp value for semi-precious stones.
	Chanelers cannot be certain specialist classes.  These barred classes are: Necromancer, Conjurer, Shadow, and Geometry.
	There is a difference between spells of a channeler and those of classical wizards.  Most spells are available to both classes, but a few do not exist for one or the other.
	Channelers may use the same scrolls that classical wizards do. However, a classical wizard may not trade spells freely with a channeler. A channeler who stores a spell in a crystal from a scroll explends the scroll in the same way that a classical wizard does. However, in order for a classical wizard and a channeler to exchange spells, inscribed scrolls must be used.

Alienists (Diabolists): the specifics
	Alienists basically operate as described in on pages 87-91 of the Spells & Magic book.  Basically, these rules state:
C	Alienists select spells according to the spell point system, but they may not select free magicks; they may only select fixed magicks.
C	Alienist may exceed their normal spell level under the rules on page 78 of the Spells & Magic book.
C	Alienists may reduce the spell point cost of a spell by selecting extended casting times or special casting conditions at the time they memorize the spell.
C	The alienist receives a bonus number of spell points according to the intelligence bonus for number of languages, as described on page 80 of the Spells and Magic book.
C	An alienists spells are wiped from their minds when cast, and they must be re-memorized to be cast again.
C	Whenever an alienist learns a spell, there is a chance that the alien methods of the void will drive the alienist insane.  There is a saving throw against this effect, if made, the alienist is merely delirious for a handful of days before recovering.  If the saving throw is failed, however, the alienist suffers an episode of madness and may even attract the attention of some cosmic horror.
	Alienists use spell books and inscribe spells just as normal AD&D wizards.  However, there are some minor alterations.
	First, the Spells & Magic state that whenever a character fails an insanity check and saving throw, they loose 1d2 points of wisdom from the mind-wrenching experience.  In the world of Trinalia, priests of such cosmic horrors exist, many of which are multi or dual classed priest/alienists.  Though the mind blasting horror may rock the very foundations of a human psyche, such conditions are not detrimental - and perhaps may be beneficial - to such madmen acting as priests of the unholy powers.  Accordingly, instead of subtracting 1d2 wisdom, subtract 1d2 willpower.  The characters intuition is only affected if his willpower goes 4 points or more below intuition; in that case, lower intuition until it is 4 points higher that willpower.
	Second, like channelers, the methodology of alienists bar them from certain specialist classes.  These are: Enchanter, Transmuter, Wild Mage, and Song Mage.
	Spells of alienists and other wizards are so different as to be almost totally unrelated; a classical (or other) wizard cannot make use of an alienist spell and vice-versa. Other wizard classes may use alienist scrolls and spellbooks to research equivalent spells for their own methodology. However, when doing so, they risk the same insanity that an alienist risks when learning a new spell.

Witches: The Specifics
	Witches operate as described in the Spells & Magic book, pages 83 - 85.  Basically, these rules state:
C	The witch chooses spells using the normal spell point system, but this only defines the available list of spells.  The character can allocate spell points to any spell on the list at the time of casting; the character never “forgets spells” unless another is memorized in its place.
C	Spell points are not automatically recovered over time. Once a witch has exhausted her spell point total, she must perform an extended ceremony to appease the lower planar powers and recover spell points. This ceremony takes 8 hours per character level.
C	Whenever a witch casts a spell, they risk attracting the attention of a powerful lower planar creature. The witch may have to enter pacts of servitude to maintain their magical powers. They pacts may actually give the witch additional powers, but could result in the witches’ eventual damnation.
C	Witches may use free magicks.
C	Witches may use the “exceeding spell level limits” optional rule on page 78 of the Spells & Magic.
C	A witch may decide to cast a spell for greater effect at the time of casting simply by expending more spell points.
C	A witch can save spell points by choosing to cast spells with prolonged casting time or reduced power at time of casting.
C	Witches receive bonus spell points from high intelligence score. This is equal to the character’s bonus proficiency slots from int/knowledge.

	In the Trinalia campaign, it is possible to inscribe witch spells on scrolls or in spell books. However, if a different wizard of another methodology transcribes one of these spells, they risk attracting a lower planar power as a witch does when casting a spell.
	Witches cannot be certain specialist classes.  These barred classes are: Abjurer, Force Mage, or Song Mage.
	Witches have no difficulty using the spells of classical wizards. However, this does not abate the witches’ chance of attracting attention from lower planar creatures.
	Not that male witches are not necessarily known as “warlocks.” While it may be the case, the title is typically applied to witches or alienists who specialize in one of the elements.

Priests

	There are a large variety of priesthood in the world of Trinalia. The Priests and Powers of Trinalia book should be used instead of standard AD&D references when making a priest character, though you will need the Spells & Magic book to describe most of the associated abilities for the various priesthoods.
	The Trinalia campaign uses the spell point system for priests as well as wizards.  This operates similarly to the way described above for wizards, but the spell point tables are different, and instead of imposing a limit on spell levels that can be memorized in minor spheres, minor spheres cost more in spell points than a major sphere spell of the same  level.
